Portfolio managers are typically constrained by turnover limits, minimum and maximum stock positions, cardinality, a target market capitalization and sometimes the need to hew to a style (such as growth or value). In addition, portfolio managers often use multifactor stock models to choose stocks based upon their respective fundamental data.
performance over all objectives. The main motivation for using evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to solve multi-objective optimization problems is that EAs can deal simultaneously with a set of possible solutions which allows us to find several members of what is called the Pareto optimal set 4 in a single run of the algorithm. This differs from deterministic mathematical programming techniques where a series of separate runs is required. Additionally EAs are less susceptible to the shape or continuity of the Pareto front, e.g., they can easily deal with discontinuous and concave Pareto fronts. Discontinuity and concavity problems are known obstacles for deterministic mathematical programming.
Adapting any stochastic optimization algorithm (such as an EA) so it can perform a multiobjective optimization requires a change to the method of archiving possible solutions. Any solution on the Pareto front can be identified formally by the fact that it is not dominated by any other possible solution. A solution X is said to be dominated by solution Y if Y is at least as good on all counts (constraints) and better on at least one constraint. Stated mathematically:
As several possible solutions can be generated, an archive of the non-dominated (Pareto optimal) solutions needs to be maintained. A possible archiving scheme is:
All feasible solutions (Pareto optimal vectors) generated are candidates for archiving 4 A solution or a set is considered Pareto optimal if there exists no feasible solution which would decrease some constraint without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one other constraint. EAs involve techniques that implement mechanisms inspired by evolution such as reproduction, mutation, recombination, selection and survival of the fittest. Candidate solutions to the optimization problem play the role of individuals in a population and the objective function determines the environment within which the solutions "live." Evolution of the population then takes place after the repeated application of the above operators 5 .
In this process, there are two main forces that form the basis of EAs: recombination and mutation which create the necessary diversity and thereby facilitate novelty. Selection acts as a force increasing quality.
Many aspects of EAs are stochastic. Changed pieces of information due to recombination and mutation are randomly chosen. On the other hand, selection operators can be either deterministic, or stochastic. In the latter case, individuals with a higher fitness have a higher chance to be selected than individuals with a lower fitness but typically even weak individuals have a chance to become a parent or to survive.
Choosing the numerical values or techniques that will compute/simulate mutation, recombination and so forth tends to be heuristic. In the MOEA descriptions below, we use standard procedures and values to set the evolutionary parameters. For those interested in reading more about the various values and techniques that are used to select evolutionary parameters, the authors suggest K. Deb, Multi-Objective Optimization using Evolutionary Algorithms, John Wiley and Sons,
2000.
The two optimization problems we face are: generate a series of monthly portfolios that outperform the S&P 500 over the last 30 years and generate a set of monthly portfolios that outperform the Russell 1000 Growth index over the last 15 years.
The constraints we will operate under to attain our goals are: turnover is not to exceed 8% per month, the minimum stock position is set at 0.35% of the net asset value of the portfolio, the maximum stock position is set at 4% of the net asset value of the portfolio 6 and a target market capitalization constraint where the average market capitalization of the portfolio must be greater than the average market capitalization of all stocks available to purchase in the current month (this last constraint will mean both portfolio sets will be what is called "large-cap" The S&P 500 and the Russell 1000 Growth are large-cap benchmarks). Another constraint common to both problems is we must choose stocks that maximize the scores generated by a multi-factor stock model 7 . This constraint typifies the use of what is called fundamental financial data to select stocks that are potential candidates for the final monthly portfolios.
An additional constraint was added just for the Russell 1000 Growth problem: we cannot exceed the average book-to-price value of all stocks available for purchase in the current month. 6 The minimum and maximum position constraints also imply a cardinality constraint. Dividing 100% by 0.35% yields 286 which is the maximum number of stocks any portfolio can have. Dividing 100% by 4% gives 25 which the minimum number of stocks any portfolio can have. The cardinality constraint is solved in the first MOEA while the position constraints are solved in the second MOEA. 7 The details and back testing of the multi-factor stock model can be found in Chapter 3 of Handbook of Portfolio Construction, edited by John Guerard. We thank John for supplying the multi-factor scores and all the other data used in these models.
We solve the issues of the constraints by breaking them into two sets and use two MOEAs. The first MOEA generates potential portfolios that lie within the bounds of all the constraints except turnover and position. In the second MOEA, we trade off the turnover and position constraints as well as mean return and variance (the last being the typical factors used in mean-variance optimization). We set the rebalance period to quarterly versus monthly but stay within the stated turnover constraint (not to exceed 8% per month). The steps each MOEA takes are as follows.
Data Loading, Retrieving and Filtering 1. Load the target candidate constituent sets from the multi-factor score files. "Sets" and "Files" because we need to build two sets of candidate portfolios each month, one for the large-cap portfolio and another for the large-cap growth portfolio (please note that the size of these files goes from approximately 1000 stocks in 1980 to more than 3000 in 2009).
2. Remove candidates that may be excluded, on an a priori basis, of being unable to contribute toward the portfolio goals. 
MOEA Phase I
In this phase the goal is to identify a set of portfolios (ideally 50 or less) that will each be examined by the second MOEA. Output of the MOEA for each portfolio is the identification of a subset of the candidates (between 25 and 286) to be used as candidates for later optimization (again 25 because of the 4% maximum constraint and 286 because of 0.35% constraint).
1. The MOEA is invoked, passing the candidate constituent data, portfolio constituents from previous rebalances, the market cap average for the target benchmark index and population, generations, and mutation rate. For the large-cap growth portfolio, there is an additional parameter for the average book-price score of the target benchmark portfolio.
a. MOEA algorithm is NSGA II, using single point crossover, bit flip mutation, and binary tournament for selection. For the passed parameters, population represents the number of proposed solutions that will be carried from generation to generation (note that the number of non-dominated solutions is often considerably smaller); generations is the number of generations to be evaluated within the evolutionary algorithm; and mutation rate indicates the rate at which a dominated portfolio will be modified as it moves from generation to generation.
b. For the large-cap portfolio, population is 500, generations are 1200, and mutation rate is 0.03 (3%).
c. For large-cap growth portfolio, population is 50 (for the three-objective problem, a population of 500 tended to generate several hundred non-dominated solutions;
the population number is dropped to avoid generating more solutions than can be explored in the MVO phase). All other parameters are the same.
2. Generation-zero portfolios are started with 156 equities randomly selected. If there are portfolios from a previous rebalance available, those portfolios are seeded into the population.
3. The large-cap portfolio objectives are the maximization of multi-factor score and average market cap. The large-cap growth portfolio adds a third objective to minimize the bookto-price score.
4. Penalties are in place to enforce the cardinality and market cap constraints. For large-cap growth, there is also a penalty for exceeding the book-price average passed in.
5. The MOEA phase produces two files as output. One file contains the objective values for the solution set, and the other contains the portfolios (where each equity has a 0/1 value) describing the Pareto efficient frontier.
6. Any portfolios passing constraints from the previous rebalance are added to the set of portfolios generated by the MOEA
MOEA Phase II
In preparation for running the second MOEA, daily returns are calculated for all equities that may appear in a portfolio (to avoid having to recalculate a daily return series for an equity multiple times), and the daily risk free rate closest to the rebalance date is retrieved (for use in calculating the Sharpe ratio). Then for each portfolio from the previous MOEA, the following actions are taken:
1. Identify the equities designated as candidates for the portfolio being processed, and form the returns matrix. The minimum number of returns to be used is 126 (six months); because the number of observations must exceed the number of candidate equities (the so-called "curse of dimensionality"), the maximum number of returns in the series is determined by portfolio size, up to 287.
2. In addition to forming the returns matrix (step 1 above), we also need to generate mean expected returns, variances, and the covariance matrix.
3. The MOEA is called, using pointers to the above files, a pointer to the file containing the previous winning portfolio, and the MOEA parameters (population = 100, generations = 600, mutation rate = 0.01).
4. Following the lead of an earlier replication of MVO results using MOEA, the algorithm used is SPEA2. SBXCrossover, polynomial mutation, and selection by binary tournament. The SPEA2 archive size is the same as the prior population size.
5. Random portfolios are used for generation zero. If available, the previous winning portfolio is seeded into the generation zero set.
6. In each evaluation, the randomly assigned weights are normalized (so that they sum to 1).
7. In weighting strategy #1 (non-zero values are 0.0035 <= w <= 0.04), weights greater than 0.00175 are rounded up to 0.0035, while weights under that amount are rounded to zero.
Weights over 0.04 are set to 0.04. All weight adjustments are added to a ledger, and then debited or credited at the end of the adjustment process (evenly divided among those that can accept the debit/credit amount without moving outside the set weight boundary).
8. In weighting strategy #2 (all equities are weighted, 0.0035 <= w <= 0.04), values less than 0.0035 are rounded up to 0.0035, while values over 0.04 are set to 0.04. All weight adjustments are added to a ledger, and then debited or credited at the end of the adjustment process (evenly divided among those that can accept the debit/credit amount without moving outside the set weight boundary).
9. There are four objectives for the MOEA: maximize return, minimize risk, minimize turnover and meet the maximum and minimum holdings constraint. The first two objectives are the standard MVO calculations 8 . The turnover and position objectives calculate the shift in weight between the previous winning portfolio and the proposed portfolio. It attempts to insure that no portfolios break the holdings or turnover bounds.
10. Once all MVOs have been run, the winning portfolio is then selected. Ideally, this is the portfolio with the best Sharpe ratio that has also passed the market cap and turnover constraints. If no portfolios pass the constraints, the portfolio with the best turnover is considered the winner. 
MOEA IIa
If the turnover constraint is not met in Step 9, we use a third MOEA that trades off the best Sharpe ratio portfolio with its existing stock positions against turnover.
The form this MOEA takes is somewhat similar to solving the minimum cut problem in graph theory using MOEAs 9 . The difference between our MOEA and the MOEAs that have been used to solve the minimum cut problem is that we are interested in reducing or enlarging the weight of one or more edges while keeping within the position limit constraints (though we do allow the stock holding to go to zero if needed As seen in Exhibits 1 -4 the percent return and USD return of the MOEA portfolios is approximately double the value of their benchmarks.
On a risk-adjusted basis, the results are somewhat mixed. The information ratio for the large-cap growth MOEA is very significant while its Sharpe ratio is only a little larger than the Russell 1000 Growth Sharpe ratio and both are little different from 0 (zero). For the large-cap MOEA, its Sharpe ratio is significantly larger than its benchmark, but its information ratio is very small.
So it is not clear that the MOEA portfolios are the better risk-adjusted portfolios in all cases. By not underperforming their benchmarks on a risk-adjusted basis, the implication is that at a minimum the MOEAs reside on a higher curve in risk-return space and could be the more attractive portfolios to investors.
As to the other constraints: 1) In 100% of all cases, the MOEA portfolios on a weighted market capitalization basis met or exceeded the market capitalization constraint, 2) For the smallest and largest positions constraints based on net asset value, none of the MOEA portfolios broke this constraint on either the minimum or maximum side, 3) Turnover did occasionally exceed the 8% limit per month. These occurrences tended to happen early in the 1980"s portfolios just as the MOEA was getting on its feet. And the turnover limit was broken in a small number of later portfolios as well. The authors conjecture that in the latter cases the non-dominated feasible solutions handed off to the second MOEA were composed of individual stocks different enough from the prior quarter"s portfolio that all the resulting portfolios prevented the turnover constraint from being met. This is an open question however and needs further investigation.
As to one of the reasons why we chose to use MOEAs -is the stock selection of the quarterly portfolios statistically significant -we find the answer to be yes. As measured by John Guerard 10 the MOEA asset selection was very significant. This is a very pleasant surprise to the authors, especially as the portfolios typically contained 150 -200 stocks. Our results demonstrate that MOEAs can generate statistically significant asset selection while operating under real world constraints and using fundamentally driven stock scores.
In this paper we demonstrate that MOEAs in the presence of real world constraints can generate portfolios that have higher returns than their benchmarks, comparable (if not better) risk adjusted returns versus their benchmarks and statistically significant asset selection. 11 10 Private communication 11 We have been asked the question: what are MOEA run times like versus mixed integer programming. We asked a colleague of ours -Todd Morrisonto use the same data supplied to us by John Guerard and the same constraints to solve the same optimization problems but by using mixed integer programming. The total time needed to generate all the portfolios for each problem was less using MOEAs than mixed integer programming. There is an important caveat however. The major difference in performance occurs before the number of stocks approaches 3000 or more. At that point MOEAs and mixed integer programming take approximately the same time to form the final quarterly portfolio. Further, these test results must be taken with a large grain of salt. The tests discussed here
We arrive at these portfolios by dividing the MOEA in two: the first MOEA generates all the non-denominated feasible sets that meet all the constraints except turnover and minimum and maximum position. The second MOEA trades off the last two constraints along with mean and variance to come up with the final portfolio that has the best Sharpe ratio (or meets the maximum turnover if the other constraints are not met).
As MOEA I can generate feasible solutions to constrained stock selection problems, it could be of help to portfolio managers when deciding which stocks stay in, which move out and which are added to her portfolio. The run time of MOEA I, operating under the constraints above and in the presence of 3000 or more stocks, is 15 -30 minutes in order to generate a set of 20 -30 feasible solutions (the run time is less if a smaller solution set is needed). The advantage the feasible solution set gives to the portfolio manager is that at a glance she can see the trade-offs between possible stock portfolios, all of which meet most (if not in some cases all) the constraints to varying degrees.
Finally, as best as we know, this is the first multi-period use of MOEAs in stock portfolio construction. We are encouraged by the results and hope others will extend and improve upon our work.
are only two of many problems that can be solved using either technique. A test bed needs to be developed before a clear statement of equality or superiority can be made.
follows are those details.
First we will define the EA fitness function. As H is nonempty set and : l c A H and : fH  , we can define the fitness scaling function : In this definition it is understood that the objective function f is determined by the application, while the specification of the decoding function c 12 and the fitness scaling function T s are design issues 13 .
Execution of an EA typically begins by randomly sampling with replacement from A l . The resulting collection is the initial population denoted P. More generally a population is a collection P = {a 1 ,…,a μ } of individuals l i aA . The number of individuals μ is referred to as the population size.
Following initialization, execution proceeds iteratively. Each iteration consists of an application of one or more evolutionary operators. The combined effect of the evolutionary operators applied in a particular generation tN is to transform the current population P(t) into a new population P(t+1).
In the population transformation, ,  (the parent and offspring population sizes respectively). A mapping : T H H is called a population transformation. If () T P P then P is a parent population and P / is the offspring population. If then they are called simply the population size.
The population transform (PT) resulting from an evolutionary operatory (EO) often depends on the outcome of a random experiment. In Merkle and Lamont 14 this result is referred to as a random population transform (RPT) or random PT is an evolutionary operator. The set of evolutionary operators is denoted as , , , EVOP H X .
There are three common evolutionary operators: recombination, mutation and selection. These three operators are roughly analogous to their similarly named counterparts in genetics. The application of them in EAs strictly follows Darwin -survival of the fittest.
In Merkle and Lamont"s definition of the recombination operator , , , r EVOP H X If there exists , P H X and such that one individual in the offspring population rP depends on more than individual of P then r is referred to as a recombination operator.
A mutation is defined in the following manner. Let , , , m EVOP H X . If for every PH , for every X and for every and if each individual in the offspring population mP depends on at most one individual of P then m is called a mutation operator.
Finally for selection let , , , ), s EVOP H X T H  . If PH, X , : H  in all cases and if s satisfies , () a s P a P then s is a selection operator.
